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broad approach to land value capture was outlined. A number of financial figures were

mentioned which we do not yet understand and we therefore need a much more detailed
explanation of the proposed model.

5.

Consequently, Galliard Homes are keen to explore other models for delivering the Garden

Community which still achieve the Garden Community objectives (other than land value

capture and community land ownership} and to ensure the timely provision of the necessary
infrastructure.

6.

We also need to understand what the "Forum" is and who is represented on it before

7.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the proposed Quality Collaboration Partnership

committing to involve them and consult with them on all plans and proposals for WOBGC.

Agreement ("QCP"} has not been discussed in any detail with Galliard. It is therefore

inappropriate at this stage to indicate agreement to the suite of documents when there is so
little information available about what the agreements will contain and what the obligations

and liabilities for Galliard are. Further information is needed in this regard.

Galliard Homes are keen to be as co-operative as possible in this process. However, having spent

more than three years asking for clarification about the delivery process, there is still a need for

further discussion and agreement to be reached to understand the local authorities' intentions and
expectations before a Statement of Common Ground on these issues can be entered into.

We look forward to discussing these issues with you.
Yours sincerely
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John August
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